
International internship in stag beetle research 2019 
 

What 

With the financial support of PTES (Peoples Trust of Endangered Species, PTES.org), we can offer a 

four month internship for a master or bachelor at INBO (Research Institute for Nature and Forest, 

www.INBO.be/en). INBO is a governmental research institute, based in Brussels (Belgium), dedicated 

to nature conservation and its sustainable use. Within the research team ‘forest ecology and 

management’, we can offer an internship position for a starting career scientist ; who can help 

running a citizen science project on the monitoring of the European stag beetle (Lucanus cervus) all 

over Europe.  

Requirements 

 Recently finished your bachelor or master degree, ideally less than three years ago 

 Preferable, you have an education in nature conservation, biology or forestry 

 You have less than one year’s paid experience in the research discipline 

 You speak and write English fluently 

 You preferably have some experience with the European stag beetle or entomology in 

general 

Offer 

 A scientific environment where you can acquire new skills as a scientist,  including setting up 

experiments, collecting and compiling data, running a citizen science network and analysing 

and publishing results 

 Experience in an international network, covering scientists, conservationist and volunteers in, 

at the moment, 14 countries. 

 The internship will be performed under supervision of dr. ir. Arno Thomaes who has more 

than ten years’ experience in studying this species. 

 PTES offers a grant of 3,500 £ for a 4 month internship to cover travel and living costs in 

Belgium. 

 The internship should preferably start in April 2019.  

 If the internship fits within the students education, health and safety issues should be 

covered by the university or school of the student. If it is a post-graduation volunteer 

application, then health and safety issues, for third parties, are covered by INBO.  

 Project costs are covered by INBO 

Tasks 

 Maintain and update the website of the citizen science project: 

www.stagbeetlemonitoring.org 

 Write out the term of use for the data and consult with all network members in order to get 
their ratification 

http://www.inbo.be/en
http://www.stagbeetlemonitoring.org/


 Compile the current knowledge on stag beetle conservation and forestry to make an 
inspiring guideline for practitioners on this topic 

 Helping volunteers to start up new transects/ continuing existing transects 

 Monitoring some transects in Flanders and helping with other field work in the stag beetle 
season 

 Helping with the organisation of the first European stag beetle evening: weekend near 21 of 
June, when guided walks will be organised at different locations 

 Possibly, analyse and/or write up results of previous thesis and other small projects on the 

European stag beetle for peer reviewed scientific papers  

Form 

 Full name:  

 Home address: 

 Telephone: 

 Email address: 

 Undergraduate course currently being (recently) completed: 

 University: 

 Department and address: 

 Anticipated / actual class of degree: 

 Date of completion of degree: 

 Preferred date to start and end the internship: 

 Language skills: 

 Experience in conservation research and more particular on European stag beetle or related 

topics (up to 500 words): 

 The form should be submitted to davy.verspeet@inbo.be (responsible for the internship 

arrangements) and arno.thomaes@inbo.be  (responsible for the project content wise) before 

the 31th of Februari 2019 the latest. The form should be accompanied by a CV and 

recommendation letter. The letter should come from your course tutor or thesis promoter 

outlying why you would make a good candidate for the internship grant. The students cv 

should outline where you carried out your degree(s), what marks you achieved and what 

relevant paid and voluntary work experience you have. Ensure that you don’t have any date 

gaps in your CV. 
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